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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system for automatically obtaining a printable photo 
graphic image of an object for a document; particularly adapt 
able to police tra?ic-ticket dispensing situations is described. 
A tablet computer With a stylus input display device has a 
video camera device associated With it that points at the object 
of the document; in the preferred example the object of the 
document being the suspect or perpetrator of the offense. 
Wireless communication With a printer a?iliated With another 
computer in the police car makes printing of the ticket easy; 
and additional Wireless connections to remote databases pro 
vides the of?cer at the scene With con?rmation of the obj ect’s 
identity and additional information. The end result is a ticket 
or document that is self proving and can be used to con?rm the 
identity of the holder of the document When presented. This 
system can also be used in transportation; commercial; and 
medical settings. Many additional applications for authenti 
cating transactions of various types are described; and elec 
tronically transferable documents may be used in place of 
printed documents in some embodiments. 
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MOBILE ISSUANCE OF OFFICIAL 
DOCUMENTS WITH BIOMETRIC 

INFORMATION ENCODED THEREON 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] This invention relates to the issuance of of?cial 
documents With secure information incorporated thereinto, 
and has particular application to Writing tra?ic tickets and the 
like at non-of?ce locations by mobile of?cial authorities, such 
as police. 
[0003] 2. Background 
[0004] There may be other applications for this invention 
hoWever, our ?rst application is to solve a problem We see in 
laW enforcement. One of the Ways in Which traf?c tickets are 
validated, for example, is the use of a signature by the respon 
dent or suspect on the ticket. The of?cer Will typically retain 
a copy of the ticket Which has an impression of the signature 
thereon and a copy Will be given to the recipient both of Which 
can be considered o?icial documents. There are many 
instances in Which this may not be appropriate and this inven 
tion speaks to those. The invention may have Wider applica 
bility to of?cial documents issued by various authorities or 
even commercial entities Whereby the documents become 
self-proving by virtue of the incorporation of biometric infor 
mation into them. 
[0005] Modern police patrol cars are presently out?tted 
With a great deal of high technology equipment. By providing 
minimal additional equipment, the requirement for paper 
records can also be eliminated. An example of the kind of 
electronic equipment included in a modern police patrol car is 
illustrated in US. Pat. No. 6,262,764 issued Jun. 17, 2001 . It 
is common in police departments around the United States for 
computers and even printers to be included in patrol cars. For 
decades, various forms of radio communication betWeen 
patrol cars and police stations have been available, and noW 
computer systems Within patrol cars can communicate 
directly With various back-o?ice databases of assorted types 
for various purposes. 
[0006] Additionally, identi?cation cards carried by citiZens 
have become more complex. They noW contain machine 
readable information in various forms and of assorted variet 
ies along With an ordinary photograph and personal informa 
tion related to the person carrying the identi?cation. One 
example can be found in US. Pat. No. 6,224,109 issued May 
1, 2001. 
[0007] Nevertheless, With all of this advanced technology 
available to the police (and to commercial entities as Well), it 
is typical that the receipt or of?cial document given for a 
tra?ic citation (or even a ticket to get into a concert or get on 
an airplane for example) does not include readily identi?able 
biometric information such as a photograph, ?ngerprint or 
computer encoded and machine-readable biometric data 
Which Would self prove the document as against the indi 
vidual When the individual uses the document for Whatever 
purpose it Was intended. In the case Where the document is a 
tra?ic ticket, for example, it should be clear to the individual 
With his picture on it that there is very little opportunity for 
denying his presence at the scene Where the ticket Was issued 
Thus, the inclusion of a photograph and/or data taken from 
the individual’s ID card at the scene can, if desired, substitute 
for a signature in a ticket-book. 
[0008] Other applications to Which the invention described 
Within could enhance include border control persons screen 
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ing persons coming into a nation, doctors and patient situa 
tions, aircraft and ship checking of personnel for ticketing and 
boarding, building entry control of building guards, delivery 
persons and the like. (For example a delivery person could 
obtain an image to augment a signature on of?cial documents 
using the invention We describe in detail herein). 
[0009] Therefore there is a strong need for portable biomet 
ric authentication systems and methods associated With docu 
ments and transactions that an invention of the type described 
herein can accommodate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1 illustrates an arrest scene and the interplay of 
the various parts of the inventive system and method of the 
preferred embodiments. 
[0011] FIG. 2 illustrates some components useful for the 
invention found inside of a police car. 
[0012] FIG. 3 illustrates a display of a mobile computing 
device used in accord With a preferred embodiment of this 
invention. 
[0013] FIG. 4 illustrates a traf?c citation document printed 
in accordance With a preferred embodiment of this invention. 
[0014] FIG. 5 is a How chart. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] The invention provides a mobile system preferably 
employing a hand-held tablet computer With text entry capa 
bility (such as through the use of a stylus), and an imaging 
device associated thereWith (hereinafter a camera), capable of 
capturing digital images of the person to Whom the document 
should be issued. SoftWare in the tablet computer Will pro 
duce a ticket With an image on it that is taken through the use 
of the camera associated With the tablet computer. Altema 
tively, the captured biometric data (image or other biometric 
data) can be recorded for later use in association With the 
subject. This invention can have many uses and it is thought 
best to describe it With reference to a ?rst embodiment, that of 
using it in a roadside police stop situation. The handheld 
computer With the associated camera preferably Will drive a 
Wireless communications port to send image data, Which in 
the case of the police stop Will be sent to a printer to print the 
ticket document. Preferably the printer is associated With a 
patrol car computer system in the scene 10 Where the Wireless 
computer tablet is used. 
[0016] Additionally, biometric information available either 
from the user directly (including a face photograph and/or 
other biometric features of the individual) can be taken at the 
scene and sent to be revieWed against databases including 
suspects for various crimes. If similar devices and methods 
are used in the commercial World, a camera-equipped tablet 
computer could send data to be checked by an o?ice computer 
to match individuals against credit histories and other records 
related to the transaction or offense under consideration. 
Thus, a ?eld representative for an insurance company could 
issue self proving documents at the scene of a house ?re or 
place an image of a house on the policy issued in the ?eld. 
[0017] The invention could be used in the medical World 
too. One use could be to match patients against their pharma 
ceutical prescription before dispensing a drug. For this use the 
doctor could issue prescriptions using the inventive system so 
that the prescription issues With the patient picture on it, for 
example, thus reducing the opportunity for fraud. Also, a 
ticket With the patient image on it could be part of a chart to be 
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checked against a patient in a hospital before administering a 
prescribed procedure or surgery. The particular area a surgery 
is to be performed could be imaged and put into the patient 
chart to avoid for example, operations on the Wrong side of 
the head or amputation of the Wrong limb. Nurses could issue 
updated patient charts using a tablet at the patient bedside, 
taking a contemporaneous picture of the patient to print out on 
the patient chart. Further application can be had in the medi 
cal World and that of emergency ?rst response teams Who can 
log information into the display screen While using the imag 
ing system associated With the handheld to send back data 
from the scene, including biometric data of an individual 
victim, for example. Use of Global Positioning Systems GPS 
in association With the handheld computing device Would 
further enhance this and similar uses by automatically report 
ing an exact location in With the relevant content data and 
other bookkeeping data needed to coordinate efforts of the 
emergency team(s). 
[0018] What Would be appropriate responses to informa 
tion determined based on matches of the biometric informa 
tion provided at the scene With the database containing 
records With images or other biometric data can vary consid 
erably depending on the intended use. If the ?rst use as a ticket 
supplement is the use being made of the invention, the of?cer 
can be noti?ed if the person being imaged (and/or matched 
against other biometric data) has outstanding arrest Warrants 
by sending over the airWaves from the police car (or the tablet 
computer directly if it is appropriately equipped) the photo 
graphic data to a database of photographic data for matching 
against similar data for suspects and/or citiZens that Will exist 
in the police station (or at least be accessible through inter 
mediate computer servers). The data the police person at the 
scene gets back from the of?ce database(s) can be compared 
to the ID card. This comparison Will expose the use of fakes. 
The comparison Will also make available additional data to 
the policeman on the scene. Various other uses canbe made of 
the information available in databases accessible to the police 
netWork, and appropriate responses to such data can be taken 
as needed. For example if the ID on the person does not match 
the photographic data taken at the scene, and the photo 
graphic data indicates that the person could be a violent 
criminal, the police person may request assistance for an 
arrest to be safely made. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0019] Referring ?rst to FIG. 1 a typical scene 10 in Which 
the invention can be used, depicts a police car 14 having 
pulled over a suspect’s car 13 and the of?cer 11 in commu 
nication With the suspect 12 by the side of a road 50. Using a 
stylus 17, the police of?cer 11 may enter data onto the screen 
of the tablet computer 16’s screen While the tablet computer 
camera 1611 takes a photograph 19 of the suspect 12. Infor 
mation including imaging information received from the 
camera 1611 into the tablet 16 is transmitted over Wireless 
communications antenna 16b to the police car through 
antenna 27. A computer 25 and printer 26 (both not shoWn) 
are in the police car 14 to receive data from the tablet com 
puter and print the ticket. 
[0020] In one embodiment, the police car computer 25 Will 
automatically communicate With a computer back at the 
police station 20 Which has access to an administrative data 
base 23 DB1 and a suspect/citizen database 22 DB2. (If the 
tablet computer contains a Wireless communication device 
such as is in a cell phone (not shoWn), it may contact the police 
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station computer system directly). A communications device 
and antenna 21 facilitates this communication. The adminis 
trative database can log the violation information (and the 
biometric data and/or captured image from the scene if 
desired), and the biometric data and/or image and/ or drivers 
license or other ID data can be checked against the suspect/ 
citiZen database to con?rm the identity of the individual. The 
identity information can be used for various police purposes 
either at the scene or later. 

[0021] A tablet computer capable of performing the func 
tions illustrated here can be had commercially at the present 
time. For example, the VieWSonic View Pad 1000 contains a 
camera that is reversible so that the of?cer can point the 
camera at the suspect While he Writes onto the display of the 
message pad computer With a stylus A handwriting recogni 
tion program is also currently available for such computers. 
These handWriting recognition products have been available 
since the time of theApple Computer’s NeWton Message Pad, 
or earlier. The current preferred version at this moment is 
“PenOf?ce for Windows,” a Microsoft Corporation product. 
[0022] Clearly, other tablet computers that provide the 
functionality described herein Would be ready substitutes for 
the VieWSonic device. 
[0023] FIG. 2 illustrates the inside 29 of a police cruiser. 
Next to the Wheel W of the police cruiser Will generally sit a 
computer C and a printer P. From this Printer, in Wireless 
communication With the computer tablet hand held by the 
of?cer from FIG. 1, a ticket T can be produced. 
[0024] The information from the violation ticket being 
established in this preferred embodiment example should be 
provided contemporaneously to the back o?ice computer 
database DB1 in order that the administrative functions and 
information useful for maintaining police operations can 
occur Without the transfer of paper from the police of?cer’s 
ticket booklet (Which he Will no longer have to carry) to the 
police station. In FIG. 3 the vieW the police of?cer Will see of 
a typical ticketing screen from the tablet computer is illus 
trated. The camera 1611 points toWard the suspect, Which 
provides an image on the screen at area 32. The date and time 
can be requested to be ?lled in by the of?cer or it can auto 
matically be ?lled in at area 33. (Use of a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) connected to the system and an on-board clock 
can provide such data automatically if desired. Time data can 
include date information from the on-board clock or from 
other available sources.) Offense, location, conditions, and 
the like, can all be ?lled in by the of?cer at the scene using the 
pen entry method preferably. (Data entry could be by key 
board or touch screen selections, or even voice recognition if 
preferred). By holding the stylus or pen to areas such as area 
34 located next to the screen display area next to the displayed 
Word “Offence”. 
[0025] It is also possible that the police of?cer can type the 
information in at the computer in his car after the photograph 
is taken of the subject and transmitted to the police cruiser’s 
computer. 
[0026] It is also possible to include the printer as a ?xture of 
the hand-held computer device and have that ticket printed 
immediately at the scene Without the of?cer having to go back 
to his police cruiser to retrieve the ticket from a printer Within 
the police cruiser, or if voice recognition is acceptable that 
form of data entry could be used also, or instead 
[0027] In FIG. 4 an o?icial tra?ic citation and receipt 40 is 
illustrated. Typical terms of the TEXT OF OFFENSE and the 
TERMS AND REQUIREMENTS for satisfying the obliga 
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tion to the authority 44 and 45 Will be on the ticket 41. The 
inclusion of an image of the offender 42 printed preferably in 
color on the ticket itself provides a self-proving document, 
Which prior to this invention Was not available in so ready a 
form to the of?cer on patrol. It is also possible to encode 
(using a 2D bar code or other printable data storage technol 
ogy) a scanable ?eld 46 onto the ticket. In this Way the ticket 
can not only be authenticated by looking at the image of the 
holder 42 but also by processing through a machine reader 
(not shoWn) the machine readable information in ?eld 46. 
Data for this scanable ?eld could come from an extract of the 
person’s biometric data either taken from the person’s imag 
ing data or through an adjunct biometric reader (this could be 
a ?ngerprint, iris-scan, or the like, see US. Pat. No. 4,993,068 
incorporated herein by this reference to provide some 
examples of some possible biometrics). Similarly, the data for 
a 2D scanable ?eld on the ticket could be derived from data 
read using a magnetic, optical or other reader of the ID card or 
driver’s license. Such machine readers can be in the police 
car, connected to or part of the tablet computer, or may be an 
additional device connected to the tablet computer, Wirelessly 
if desired. 

[0028] It should be recognized that if the police station’s 
database (like DB 2, 22 in FIG. 1) or in the commercial 
situation or the medical situation, that information from the 
database Which identi?es the person Who has been (or Will 
shortly be) issued the document, the identi?cation informa 
tion Will in all probability be of use to the person using the 
tablet computer. Accordingly, an information retrieval path is 
provided by Which the of?ce computer (Which may be a 
server) in connection to the relevant database should be able 
to send data back through the same Wireless pathWay through 
Which it received the biometric or image data. Thus, the data 
about the person being imaged or otherWise biometrically 
identi?ed to the document can be displayed in an area on the 
display screen of the user’s tablet computer. If preferred, this 
could be done inconspicuously so as to appear as text under a 
heading like OTHER REMARKS so as not to be obvious to 
the suspect, in the case of the police of?cer/suspect scene 10 
illustrated in FIG. 1. It Would also be preferred that the data 
sent in either direction be securely handled or encoded so that 
privacy and security concerns are reduced. Thus, encryption, 
spread spectrum, passWord protection and the like can be 
associated With the communications pathWays and the data 
itself Where appropriate. 
[0029] The process Will operate generally in accord With 
the ?owchart 51 of FIG. 5. A transaction Will be started 52 by 
the person using the handheld With the imaging camera on it. 
Data Will be entered 62 into the handheld by that user in 
Whatever form is appropriate (voice, stylus, etc.). A user can 
enter 61 additional relevant data from the scene, by using an 
ID reader, GPS, or just entering observations. The user Will 
also capture 63 photo-image digital data using the camera 
associated With the handheld tablet computer For the particu 
lar system this is being applied to, and for the situational 
circumstances, certain elements of this collected information 
Will be relevant to send 64 to remote computers for database 
comparisons and other purposes. Various forms of facial 
image data recognition systems exist today, and it is preferred 
that the one of greatest accuracy be used. Further, iris recog 
nition data may also be extracted from the digital photo 
image data and compared With extracted iris biometrics. 
Similarbiometric checks Will occur to the reader, Which could 
provide suitable substitutes. For example, the police of?cer 
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getting only image data regarding an uncooperative subject 
Without an ID card may send the image data along With 
location data to the police system computers. These comput 
ers may or may not be able to identify the subject from the 
image data and can log-in the event using the location data 
(via a GPS reading or otherwise) and any other relevant data 
the of?cer has chosen to ?ll in on the display screen. The 
success of the match may depend on the system used, Whether 
this person is in the database, and Whether the biometric 
available for this person in the database is the same one as the 
one(s) send from the scene, for example. Further, an addi 
tional biometric may be captured through the use of a touch 
sensitive screen. For example, if the screen 33 is able to record 
a signature, that signature can be captured as Well as printed 
out onto the document if desired. The moving pressure char 
acteristics of the signature formed by the signer When making 
the actual signature can provide some additional identi?ca 
tion features that are unavailable from an ordinary signature 
image. This too can be shared With the various databases in a 
manner similar to the digital image data and other biometrics 
to enhance the overall system validity characteristics. 
[0030] The remote computer systems Will check 65 the 
subject’s identity and other information of relevance. For 
example, a doctor checking a patient in an exam room could 
?nd out about health information on the patient, all of Which 
Would have the reliability of having been checked against the 
image database of patients. This information Would of course 
be sent back 66 to the display screen on the handheld for the 
user to employ 67 as needed. 
[0031] It Will be apparent that documents such as those 
Which can be produced using this system may also be used for 
tickets of transit or admission and identi?cation in various 
commercial or medical settings to support various transaction 
types too numerous to mention, as Well as for traf?c tickets. It 
should be recognized that documents can be electronic and 
that printable versions may not alWays be required to accom 
plish the same level of authentication and serviceability as 
described for the printable documents, and such document 
usage is Within the scope of this invention as Well. It Will also 
be apparent that the kind of biometric authentication available 
through use of this invention has many applications and uses, 
some of Which have been described or mentioned hereWithin 
in suf?cient detail to provide potential users With the ability to 
use this invention Without undue experimentation. 
[0032] Having described the invention in detail above, the 
applicant believes the invention is limited only by the folloW 
ing appended claims 

1-29. (canceled) 
30. An integrated tablet-computer system for producing a 

traf?c ticket With an image thereon of a traf?c-ticket recipi 
ent, comprising: 

a tablet computer, the tablet computer comprising a dis 
Play; 

a reversible camera integrated With the tablet computer, the 
camera being capable of being pointed at a tra?ic ticket 
recipient While data is entered into the tablet computer 
display, the camera further being capable of obtaining a 
biometrically relevant feature of the tra?ic ticket recipi 
ent at a time and vicinity in Which the tra?ic ticket is 
produced; 

a program for automatically associating the biometrically 
relevant feature of the tra?ic ticket recipient With the 
data and storing the biometrically-relevant feature and 
the data on the tablet computer; and, 
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a printer, the printer being integrated With the tablet com 
puter and capable of printing a tra?ic ticket at the time 
and vicinity in Which the tra?ic ticket is produced, the 
traf?c ticket comprising the data and the obtained bio 
metrically-relevant feature. 

31. The tablet-computer system of claim 30, Wherein the 
biometrically-relevant feature includes at least one of: and 
image of the tra?ic ticket recipient taken at the time and 
vicinity the traf?c ticket is produced; and scan of at least one 
eye of the tra?ic ticket recipient, the scan being taken at the 
time and vicinity the tra?ic ticket is produced. 

32. The tablet-computer system of claim 32, the scan of at 
least one eye of the tra?ic ticket recipient comprising a scan of 
the tra?ic ticket recipient’s iris. 

33. The tablet-computer system of claim 31, the biometri 
cally-relevant feature being encoded on the traf?c ticket. 

34. The tablet-computer system of claim 34, the encoding 
comprising a scanable ?eld. 

35. The tablet-computer system of claim 35, the scanable 
?eld comprising a 2 dimensional barcode. 
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36. The tablet-computer system of claim 31, the reversible 
camera being removable from the tablet computer. 

37. The tablet-computer system of claim 37, the reversible 
camera being in Wireless communication With the tablet com 
puter. 

38. The tablet-computer system of claim 31, the display 
comprising a touch screen display. 

39. The tablet-computer system of claim 31, the printer 
being removable from the tablet computer. 

40. The tablet-computer system of claim 40, the printer 
being in Wireless communication With the tablet computer. 

41. The tablet-computer system of claim 31, the program 
further facilitating the capture of a signature provided by the 
traf?c ticket recipient. 

42. The tablet-computer system of claim 42, the program 
associating the captured signature With at least one of the 
biometrically-relevant feature and the data. 

* * * * * 


